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Announcements

Policy Forum Series
The Federal Farm Bill: Supporting Vibrant & Sustainable Communities
Join us for a look at the current Farm Bill reauthorization process, competing and cooperative interests that shape its policies, and the impact potential new changes will have on Minnesota. Connecting all these pieces, we'll also feature a discussion on how the Farm Bill can best support vibrant and sustainable Minnesota communities. View the agenda and secure your spot online.

Jobs

Postdoc
The Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the Environment is pleased to invite applications for the post of Research Officer (Post-Doctoral Researcher) - Climate Adaptation, Resilience and Flood Risk Management.

The successful applicant will collaborate with Dr Swenja Surminski and conduct flood-resilience focused research under the Zurich Flood Resilience Alliance, an ambitious project that strives to contribute to the overall vision of de-risking communities from flood risk by providing evidence-based insight into understanding resilience and resilience decision-making. The appointee will be expected to play an active intellectual part in the project itself and be able to produce independent original research, collaborate with the diverse set of project partners, and conduct knowledge-transfer activities. This position is part of a new risk governance research group, led by Dr Surminski, which aims to explore new approaches to convert post-event focused risk governance into more effective pre-event resilience through research-based evidence gathering on incentives, investments, and risk governance, with a particular focus on the urban OECD context. Apply online.

Economist
The Health and Safety Authority in Ireland, EU is currently seeking an Economist/ Socio-Economic Advisor to play a pivotal role in shaping EU policy by providing economic and socio-economic analysis on particular chemicals used by Irish and European industry. This person will also support Irish Government and Authority initiatives to assist Irish businesses facing Brexit challenges. To discuss this opportunity, please contact Keith D'Arcy, by phone, +353 1 4663983 or email.

Seminars in other departments

Federal Bag Lunch
"Internet Rising, Prices Falling: Measuring Inflation in a World of E-Commerce"
Pete Klenow, Stanford
Tuesday, June 19th
12:00 p.m., Research Conference Room
**Note:**
If you wish to attend a seminar or bag lunch at the Federal Reserve Bank you must call (612-204-6455) a MINIMUM of 24 hours in advance to get your name on a visitor list. Be prepared to give your affiliation (i.e., University of Minnesota graduate student, Department of Economics). If you are not on an approved visitor list, you will not be allowed to attend bag lunches or seminars at the Fed.
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